STEP-BY-STEP

GUIDE TO PERFECT ROAST TURKEY
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A fresh take on
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the most scrumptious sweet
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ever taste, and
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kitchen would be several times larger than the ones I came of age in,
but I still wanted it to have the conveniences I'd come to associate with
compact spaces. We planned to build from the ground up, and Josh
cleared every tree, bush, and blade of grass. Starting with a blank canvas, we approached the project from completely different angles. Josh
is obsessed with aesthetics, whereas I'm Ms. Functionality. I wanted
no clutter, big counters to work on, and a kitchen with room for our
sons, Declan and Kieran, to cook along with us; it would also need to
accommodate the guests who inevG Recipes for the grilled spot
itably gravitate toward the action prawns and stone-fruit pie at
when we entertain. Josh wanted a SAVEUR.COMIMARYSUE
space where the architectural lines
and forms made the biggest impression: If you couldn't tell it was a
kitchen, he said, that would be perfect. I tried not to be insulted.
We landed on the idea of creating two kitchens: a larger main kitchen,
and a smaller adjacent one with lots of cupboards and shelves where I
could stash my laptop, some cookbooks, and the espresso machine, and
with a deep sink to hold unsightly dirty pots and pans. I never spend
more than a couple of minutes back there-looking up a recipe or hiding platters of cookies from the kids until dessert-but
having that
space helps keep the rest of my kitchen streamlined and functional.
In the main kitchen, the stove, sink, and refrigerator are just a step
apart, which minimizes the need for movement. I call that triangle the
"sweet spot," and everything else is organized by proximity to that epicenter. When I'm standing in that place, drawers and cupboards with
cookware, dishes, utensils, and spices-things I use most-are within
arm's reach. The space just over the sink holds glasses and a few every-

I love empty counter space; it keeps my
mind free so I can dream up recipes or
chat with my guests while cooking

o Spot

prawns in a lime and basil vinaigrette prepared on the outdoor grill;
in a chicken coop in the backyard; 0 the author's husband, Josh
Schweitzer, harvesting escarole and lettuce from the garden; 0 a stone-fruit
pie cooks in the Kitchenaid oven in the main kitchen; 0 the author at her
computer in the second, back kitchen; 0 guests of the author's gather at the
kitchen island before dinner; G the author with her friends, Food Network
host Bob Blumer (left) and Rick Stoff (right), a director at the nonprofit
Chrysalis, sitting down in her dining room for a meal of spot prawns, grilled
sausages with roasted-pepper
compote, cardoon and potato gratin, shelling
beans with bacon and squid, and roasted tomatoes and garlic.

o the author
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day plates. Pots and pans are in deep drawers (which are much easier to ,
access than cabinets) just across from the stove. A bit farther away are
cabinets for the wafHe iron, stockpots, mixer, blender-things
we use
maybe once a week. Farther still are items I use rarely-an ice cream
maker, a Thai rice steamer. Even my outdoor barbecue is just steps away,
so I can pop out to baste ribs while keeping one eye on the stove.
I love an expanse of empty counter space for prepping and cooking; it keeps my mind free so I can dream up variations on recipes or
chat with my guests while chopping vegetables. I spend most of my
life in kitchens, and I was tired of staring at the wall, so we installed
a broad, black walnut chopping block-topped island that's situated
so I'm always facing outward to interact with friends and family or to
soak up the light coming in through our floor-to-ceiling windows.
After three decades of cooking with Susan, I'm a seasoned collaborator. A bonus of our current kitchen, I found, is that Josh and I
can cook together-which
is one of my favorite things to do-with
room to spare. He's the "project cook," taking on wild yeast waffles
we call Schweggos (Schweitzer Eggos) and rustic breads, sausages,
kimchi, and pies. Josh is an expert crust maker just like his granny,
so while he's rolling the dough, I'll chop the fruit for the filling,
and it comes together in a heartbeat. He also tends our gardens and
chicken coops; I figure out ways to use all that he grows. I plan the
menu, settle into the "sweet spot," and then-just
like at my restaurants-cook
my heart out. ~
is co-chef and co-owner of Border Grill in LosAngeles, Santa Monica, and Las Vegas. This is her first article for SAVE U R.
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